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FULTON, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, MAY 14, 1948

VOLUME SEvENTELN

The Accent is on Graduation . . . And Honor Pupi s, Too!
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Satutatorian Jackie Bard
r I
Valedictorian Read Holland
I
Joe,astit averages, but was also desigsenior class, as well as
shining lights of the school fac- Institute on May 20, at 8:00 o'clocla!the
not only followed;nated Citizenship Boy by his class-,
who
Jr.,
Davis,
With the accent on graduation at the
students'
the
at
Gradua-!
above
class.
Pictured
Senior
ulty_ and the
I
the Fulton High School, The News tion exercises will be held at Carr who received the highest grades in elosely behind Jackie Bard in schol- mates.
to
teaay pays honor with pictures
rrincipai Hubert Jam

Supt. W. L. Holland

30,000 Extra Bonus Offer Good
Until Wednesday May 19th

I Miss Mary Itoyster, Class S

Citizenship Boy, Joe Davis, Jr.
The others speak- for themselves.

'Pastureland Of America Is In
View For West Kentucky As
"Wonder Grass" Flourishes
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SOIL CONSERVATION
DISTRICT PROPOSED;
HEARING ON MAY 21

BACCALAUREATE
SERVICES TO BE
SUNDAY NIGHT

Letters To The Editor

THE.FITLTON COUNTY NEWS. FULTON, KENTUCKY

Commuter

With the, ccming of elect!.....
honienu.;,.
COUlity,
Breathitt
there are v..iring' kerosene lamp
Arthur White of Rowan cow
h3s bought a 2, 4-D spraying o..L
fit and plans to do custom spraying.

Cagle Plumbing Shop

Friday, May 14, 1948

State president, said in a re. If you didn't get away to a goodl Although citizenship is a matter
port from Athens where he is a
for everyday living, boys and girls
member of the American Aid Mis- start in gardening, join the home attending the State Four.II Club
s,on.
gardeners will soonCongress received extra "helpings'
Dr. Wood is on a temporary leave stretch; good
of absence front Murray State and start their second lap
planting. of
is working with training specialists
and representatives of the Greek
government.
"My guess is that Greer_e would t
already have been in communist
hands if it had not been for American aid," Dr. Woods declared. The
Murray educator stated that the
Greek people are living in constant
fear of guerrillas who have "much
equpment and money with which to
Fulton. Ky.
408 Eddings Street
sabotage and wage warfare." Dr.
Woods said, however, that there is
high hope among some people that
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
the guerilla situation will be under control by fall.

As a rule I don't like to look my
writings in the face when they appear in print. Reading my own
me feel I
DEEP WELL PUMPS stuff in cold typedomakes
a good job and
had a chance to
muffed it. But a piece I wrote for
AND PIPES
the Henderson Sunday Gleaner
recently is an exception. A reader
thought the essay ought to be given state-wide circulation, so I'm
repeating myself, as it were:
"We've just got to have a new
Dr. Woods is working primarily
high school building in Henderson,7
Nannette Sargent, leading lady
with the'agricultural program in
one of the town's younger citizens
Time"
"Curtain
Greece. In his work with the Minremarked to me the other day. He et WLW-NEC's
at 7:38 istry of Agriculture be has helped
argued convincingly, emphasizing dramaa, aired Saturdays
prae- establsihed rural training programs
the fact that the old buildings are pan., EST, thMks she bar
as farm
unworthy of a city like Henderson. tically paid for the crack train for training in such fields repair,
He felt that a new building was the between Chicago and Cincinnati. machinery operation and
reroad
and
building maintenance,
town's biggest school need. Which Since 1943 she's been commuting
government is
was wrong, of course. What the city to the latter city to visit her hus- pair. ''The Greek
for,
needs most is better classroom in- band who's in business there. interested in training people
struction. Enlightened boards of ed- Week ends she reports back to greater efficiency in production and
Woods
ucation, able superintendents, first- Chicago for her radio shows. She utilization of food," Dr.
pressing
class teachers are the first essentials was formerly on the WLW stall. said: "Food is the most
Greece."
in
problem
I'd say up-to-date buildings come
fourth.
As a part of his work in that
EFFICIENT
Fine buildings certainly don't
country, Dr. Woods has made a
necessarily make good schools. Hu- Murray President Reports study of several Greek educational
PROMPT and
man factors are about 95 per cent
institutions.
From Greek Capital
in making a successful school.
SERVICB
COURTEOUS
Don t get me wrong. If Henderson "Food, fuer fear, and frustration
needs a modern high school build- are the four prominent F's_ in'
It pays to advertise in the NEWS'
ing it ought to build one. But peoGreece," Dr. Ralph H. Woods, Mur- 1
TOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR
ple should not mislead themselves
into thinking a building would
solve the problem.
I Class room instruction all over
I Kentucky must improve slowly.
You don't make topnotch teachers
overnight. Recruits must be attract; ed to the profession, and it takes
DIAMONDS
' years to make good teachers out of
!beginners. The better teachers a' mong the older ones must get the
right kind of cooperation from superintendents and school boards.
We are all inclined to overlook
the first essential to good schools-JEWELER
an enlightened public time and enFULTON, KV. ergy to getting and maintaining a
MAIN ST.
first rate school system.
Twenty determined men and women working together harmoniously and supported by the public
could give Henderson the schools
it needs in fiVe years.
Right now there may be twenty
prominent citizens anxious to see
WE WAKE
_bools made as good as the best
the s,
in the state, hut nearly every one
YOUR
of them is a non-cooperator, conOLD RADIO
vinced beyond question that his
SING
own plans, very likely to be halfbaked, are right and everybody
LIKE NEW
else's ideas are wrong.

Whitnel-Hornbeak
Funeral Home
PHONE 88

Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc

R, M. KIRKLAND

If your radio is acting up, call uS
right away. There is no need to
miss your favorite programs
such
when we can give you
prompt, expErt repair service.
Just phone 401.

CITY
Electric Co.
205 Commercial Ave.
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CANE OF the proud moments in a
‘•-•Ichild's life comes on the day he
decides he's big enough to dress himself. It's not easy. It requires intense application to get those little
shoes laced, to pull a sweater over
his head and make all the openings
come out right. But be flatly refuses
offers of assistance.
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NERO OF A FAMOUS
RAILROAD WRECK WAS

7

""1411-
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Some day he's going to be faced
with harder jobs and tougher decisions. He's going to have to choose
between independence and some suggested "easy'' ways. But if Johnny's
got the stuff he had when he refused
belp in.dressing, he'll come out on
top. That's the kind of stuff that

It helped to increase production,
and lower costs. It brought electric
rates down, and kept them down
even today when everything else is
out of sight. Today, for example,
your dollar buys twice as much
electricity as it did just 10 to 12
years ago.

• ••

DENiot PARTNER. OF THE
IFAmOuS RAD 10 TEAM IS
ANDREW H.,
A-SM1TH B. JoNEs C. BROWN

D. JotIN Se

e ownmesu rtAnneni

John Brown, Casey Jones and Brown answer the above quiz
. . and the LAUNDERALL is the answer to your laundry
needs. Bring your laundry here . . . give your wife a break.
With our Launderall washers, it will take only 90 minutes.

QUICK SERVICE
LAUNDERALL
156 WEST STATE UN E.FULTON,KY.

made America. Enterprise. Willingness to work, and to accept responsibility. You may call it Free Enterprise, Democracy,- or Capitalism.

Let him try. It's worth !very bit
of that hard work to achieve independence and the ability to take care
of himself.

"I kin do
—

VNE

•

It's the kind of stuff that built
many American industries from small
beginnings. Pie electric business, for
instance. It built those first few
miles of line into today's nationwide
electric industry that provides millions of jobs, pays hundre('s of millions in taxes, and brings the benefits
of electricity to every hamlet in the
country and to millions of farms.

-
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BLESSINGS
Blessings are upon the head of
the just. Proverbs 10:6,
Beautiful is the activity which
works for good, and beautiful the
stillness which waits for good;
blessed the self-sacrifice of one, and
blefeed tire self-forgetfulness of
thelother. —Collyer.
What has not unselfed love achieved for the race? All that ever
was accomplished and more than
history has yet recorded.— Mary
,Eddy.
, To an honest mind, the best perquisites of a place are the advantages it gives for doing good.—Addison.
If we find the job where we can
be of use, we are hitched to the
star of the world and move with
it.—Richard Cabot.
Times of general calamity and
confusion have ever been productive
of the greatest minds. The purest
ore is produced from the hottest
;furnace, and the brightest thunderbolt from the darkest storm.—Colton.
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Friday, May 14 1948
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1948 Soft Ball Schedule
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14
BROWDER—I.C.S C.
18
FORD—METHODIST
20
LEGION—SEIGEL
27
LEGION—BROWDER
28
SEIGEL—BAPTIST
June 4
METHODIST—I.C.S.C.
7
BROWDER—V.F.W.
METHODIST—SEIGEL
14
S.C.
BAPTIST—I.C.
15
V.F.W.—FORD
21
LEGION—I.C.S.C.
22
V.F.W.-o-BAPTIST
24
METHODIST—BROWDER
July 1
BAPTIST—FORD
2
BROWDER—I.C.S.C.
8
FORD—METHODIST
12
LEGION—SEIGEL
13
LEGION—BROWDER
19
SEIGEL—BAPTIST
20
METHODIST—I.C.S.C.
22
BROWDER—V.F.W.
26
METHODIST—SEIGEL
27
S.C.
BAPTIST—I.C.
August 2
LEGION—I.C.S.C.
3
V.F.W.—FORD
5
V.F.W.—BAPTIST
METHODIST—BROWDER
BAPTIST—FORD
BROWDER—I.C.S.C.
FORD—METHODIST
24
LEGION—SEIGEL
26
LEGION—BROWDER
27
SEIGEL—BAPTIST
Sept. 6
METHODIST—I.C.S.C.
7
BROWDER—V.F.W.
•
METHODIST—,SEIGEL
•
BAPTIST—I.C.S.C.
•
V.F.W.—FORD
•
,
LEGION—I.C.S.C.
plaroff.
* To be played after base ball

SEIGEL—V.F.W.
BAPTIST—BROWDER
I.C.S.C.—V.F.W.
I.C.S.C.—FORD
V.F.W.—METHODIST
SEIGEL—FORD
BAPTIST—LEGION
BROWDER—FORD
LEGION—V.F.W.
BAP'TIST—METHODIST
BROWDER—SEIGEL
FORD—LEGION
I.C.S.C.—SEIGEL
LEGION—METHOD1ST
SEIGEL—V.F.W.
BAPTIST—BROWDER
I.C.S.C.—V.F.W.
I.C.S.C.—FORD
V.F.W.—METHODIST
SE1GEL—FORD
BAPTIST—LEGION
BROWDER—FORD
LEGION—V.F.W.
BAPTIST—METHODIST
BROWDER—SEIGEL
FORD—LEGION

tion before the wal-. The Baseball cent of the hunters and 25 p(rr e/ent
Association has done a noble job of the kill;• the central flyway had
with teams here, and there's no 25 per cent of the hunters with only
need to be down on them just be- 19 per cent of the kill. The heavcause we didn't get off to a healthy !lest was the Mississippi flyway
44 per cent of the hunters and 46
start this year.
There have been a number of Aser cent of the kill, and the Atchanges at Fairfield this year, and lantic flyway had 11 per cent of the
there's a sporty new press box sitt- hunters and 10 per cent of the kill.
ing atop the grandstand. It's quite with an equal number of hunters.
an improvement. The umpires now The Mississippi flyway had a rehave a dressing room of their own'duction of two per cent in the number of hunters, but an increase of
and that's another addition.
Two very familiar figures around nine per cent in the kill. There
Fairfield are not working there this were three per cent fewer hunters
season. Pat Smith, genial ticket on the Atlantis- and a one per cent
taker for many years and one ofl drop in the kill.
Fulton s most ardent fans, is not
taking up tickets now due to his
THE CATFISH: Thousands and
health. In appreciation of his serv-,thousands of fishermen annually get
ices in the past, the Baseball As-1 real sport from catching catfish,
sociation presented him with a pass.' yet this fish rarely comes in for
Shorty Rucker, the Indian score-I its deserved share of angling glory.
board keeper no longer %vetches the , Consequently we were glad to learn
games from his seat high on thel that, at long last, biologists are makscoreboard in centerfield. The boardi ing a study of "Mr. Whiskers" in the
is automatic now and is worked,Mississippi River. Many thousands
from the press box. Shorty still' of channel catfish are being marked
serves at Fairfield though as A with metal tags and released. Where
wechinan. 'Slim," the long, tall they travel and where they are
coMro&-c-gentleman with the sad caught should provide interesting
countenance is back as groundkeep- information.
er after a year's absence. Slim has
been looking after the local ball
players for many years now.
Lloyd Eldridge has joined the
Navy, so won't be back with the
Railroaders this season

(Standings as of Wednesday)
KITTY LEAGUE
Pet.
W. L.
Team:
1
..857
6
Owensboro
5
1
.833
Hopkinsville
.571
3
4
Madisonville
3
.571
4
Union City
5
.375
3
Mayfield
.375
5
3
While the Fulton entry in the Clarksville
.286
5
2
Kitty league has started off with Cairo
5
.167
1
a thud, all is not gloomy in local Fulton
baseball circles. Fulton high school,
SOFTBALL
LEAGUE
sporting
'VFW
currently
for irustance, is
W. L.
rot.
Team;
a top-flight baseball team . . . . V.F.W.
0 1.000
1
and W. L. Holland, school super1.000
0
1
intendent points out that the local Huddleston (Ford)
1
.000
high school has lost only one base- Baptist
.000
1
Legion
Amer.
r.c.s.c.—SEIGEL
ball game in the last twenty years.
.000
0
LEGION—METHODIST
The only fluke in this record is Browder Mill
.000
0
Methodist
school
high
the
.
..
SEIGEL—V.F.W.
in qualifying it
.008
0
Henry I. Seigel
BAPTIST—BRO'WDER
has played only six games in the
.000
0
I.C.S.C.—V.F.W.
past 20 years and all of them this IC Service Club
I.C.S.C.—FORD
season, which is the first baseball
The 1928 Bulldogs, by the way,
Robsince
V.F.W.—METHODIST
for the high school lads
had a perfect record. With a four
play-,
Bulldogs
D
his
SEIGEL—FOR
and
ert Burrow
game schedule, thsy dropped a
BAPTIST—LEGION
ed four and dropped four way back I pair to Mayfield and one ea4h to
BROWDER—FORD
yonder.
Murray and South Fulton. The teatn
LEGIONA-V.F.W.
This year the Bulldogs have de- was composed of Wilburn HolloBAPTIST—ME'THODISr
feated Clinton twice and Benton way, ss; Billy Carr, 2b; Frank WigIGEL
BROWDER—SE
with
twice, and split the series
gins, lf; Fred Sawyer, lb; Virgil
Brookport (111.).
Chapman. 3b; Clem Williamson, cf;
In the first game Fulton came Pick Newton, rf; Foster, catcher
who hit five out ed on and Hillard Bugg received
from behind to win over Clinton and Burrow pitcher. Charles Wright with one. Luther,
who whacked word this week that three pitchers
Moore,
and
seven,
there.
13-12,
Central
was also a pitcher and Gordon
would report here from Gadsden,
Brookport, Ill., fell 7-4 in the sec- Buckingham an infield substitute. sout of 7.111A11212011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111
Ala., in the near future. That's the
ond game, which was reported the
weakest spot in the whole team and
.6
FROM THE
best of the season. Fulton committthe addition of some first class
ed only one error as they drove two Softball Starts Wildly:
hurlers could do wonders with our
two Brookport pitchers from the
By JIM MITCHELL
Railroaders.
Keen Competition Coming
hill.
he
Biggs has been using Brophy at
Slowly official reports on
Benton was trounced in the third
The 194 soft ball season officially
short stop for the past few games. last waterfowl season are creeping
By Martha Moore
game, 10-1 on their home field. opened in Fulton Tuesday night at
slim Brophy came here to try out as into releases by the U. S. Fish and
Bobby Carney pitched 2-hit ball Fairfield Park. The league is comcatcher, but with King and Lit- Wildlife Service. The most recent
and Benton's only tally came in posed of eight teams, V.F.W., Hudturned
face
baseball
long
zelfelner pretty well cirvzhing the one disclosed that the drastic reguFulton's
seventh.
the
of
last
the
dleston (Ford) Baptist, American into a slow grin Tuesday, when receiving duties, he's been shifted
lations last year—short season and
Clinton Central fell next, 13-7 for Legion, Browder Mill, Methodist, word canie tack that the Railroad- to another spot.
small bag—substantially reduced
the fourth straight win of the year. Henry I. Seigel and IC Service ers had finally broken into the win
First sacker Spevak gave the fans the kill of ducks and geese.
five
The Bulldogs started badly but bat- Club.
first
their
column after losing
week when he blasted
From incomplete returns these
The first nighter featured a wild games. Fulton fans were not ac- a thrill last
tled their way to victory with a
homer of the season facts are highlighted: The average
hitting double header with both customed to such a beginning and out the first
barrage of hits.
park.
home
season's kill amounted to a little
locals in the
games producing a total of 70 runs. it was 'hard to take, for the past for the
birds per hunter;
The fifth game saw Benton re- VFW
1 1 2 0 2 5 3-14 three teams fielded here have been That big boy looks like a ball play- more than seven
er and is a bright spot in the line- the average daily kill was 1.8, birds,
• turn and. take another shellacking, Baptist Ch. , . . 0 3 3 2 0 0 0— 8
experof
lots
had
good ones and
and each hunter averaged' four
up.
19-0, using four pitchers in vain.
Batteries: VFW—Ruddle and Fin- ienced men. But the happy fans in
The only mar to a perfect seaThe Chicks will be home tomor- trips.
this
that
Ileisner.
Collins,
proved
ley;
Baptist—D.
Tuesday
Fulton
The Pacific flyway had 19 per
son came with the last game at
for a three-game series with
VFW heavy hitters included Ay- 'town is still definitely baseball- row
all get behind
let's
and
Brookport, which the Bulldogs
Hoptown
games
the
with
ers with 3 homers; Gossum
minded no matter how
them we're for them,
dropped 6-5, committing 12 errors.
Ruddle with four come out. It was two of the team them and show
The present team is coached by one homer, and up.
sixth as long as they get in there and
Fulton's
trips
five
turned
in
hits
that
veterans
Uel Killebrew and includes: Charles
hustle. Suppose they don't win as
The second game saw the Hud- game into a win, with Pete Peter- many as they lose .. . after all the
Thompson, lb.; Mac Nall, 2b; Joe
on the mound and
starting
son
wild
run
Company
Motor
dleston
,
past three Fulton teams have been,
James, ss; Johny Hyland, 3b; Billy
Legion, 36-12. going good for a few innings then beCampbell. lf; Adrian Mann, cf• Don lover the American0 11 6 5 10 1 ing relieved by Manager Freddy among the tops, and two years ago,
our team was hot on the trail of
Mann, rf; Billy Bone, c; Bobby Car- Huddleston7 ... 3
1 0 0 1 6 0 Biggs, who really breezed the ball
ney, p. Others on the squad include Legion . . . . 4
Fulton's Owensboro all season and finally
was
This
Hoppers.
the
past
Batteries: Huddleston, Anderson,
final game of
Leon Mann. Otha Linton, Hubert
first win and the Hoptown boys got nosed out in the
Stone, Kennett) Tyner, Read Hol- Wellons and Ryan. Legion: McAlis- first loss.
the playoff series, That wasn't bad
HuddlesBrundige.
and
Bennett
ter,
league.
land, Eddie Holt and Bobby CopeThere's a Ion hard way to go yet for the smallest town in the
land. Jimmy Hancock and Dean ton's heavy hitters included And- before the Rat oaders have a first Fulton won the pennant in 1942,
erson with 3 homers and Welldns
in acwas
Lcague
Crutchfield are managers.
the
year
last
e
division team, but it's being work-th

1 LOSS IN 20 YEARS

Bleachers

Oita
THE MAY•JUNE isms la our *nasal
WHERE-TO-GO Vaution Number. so.tures a beautiful two-page color map
showing In what states and Canadian
border province. the nine popular atecies a/ Rah ire woo freguenilT inn•dSpecial section discuses. flaking Liaison\
section of the country; and • halt doer.
ether flahlaq stories will wake yen
want to get up and no. "My Favoehe
especially
11••• Fishing Waters"
recommended.
There are article. on hunting and oonservation, and 12 different department.
In addition to serve your varied outdoors interests—Mcluding details ad tiro
popular Fisherman-of-the Month Contest.
25o at your new.stand or write tor
rroopy
samp

ace Ci

Here's the car that's
inspired new words for "In
My Merry Oldsmobile."
It's the Futuramie "98,"•
brand new model that's
leading the way into a new
Golden Era of progress
and advancement!

Value Plus! Weatherized

It's the smash hit of the year ... the big success story of
1948 ... the car that has all,America singing its praises!
Everywhgre it goes, the Futuramic Oldsmobile goes over
in a big way. Watch how people gather 'round to inspect
that massive Futuramic front end ... those flowing Futuramic fenders... that smartly tailored Futuramic interior.

FUTURAMICO

Then watch the face of the lucky driver. He's got that
"Futuramic Feeling." It's more than just the smoothness
of a coil-cushioned ride. It's more than just the simplicity
of "no-clutch, no-shift" Hydra-Matic Drive*. It's even
more than the breath-taking thrill of stepping down
on the accelerator and feeling that surge of power as
WHIRLAWAY goes into action. That "Futuramic Feeling" is a cotnbination of all these Oldsmobile features—
topped off with a goodly measure of pride at driving the*
best looking of all tbe new cars on the roads today!

LDSMOBILE
PHONE 1005

AIRWEAVE HATS
BEE Cool! BEE Comfortable I BEE Well
Dressed BEE Cool io the smartest straws
for summer I

L. KASNOW

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. Paul and Johanna M. Westoheling
EDITORS and PUBLISHERS
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY

1933,:at the post office at FulEntered as second class matter June 28,
1879.
3,
March
of
act
the
under
Ky.,
ton,
Notices and Political Cards
OBITU.ARIES, Card of Thanks, Business department.
charged at the rates specified by advertising
$2.00 a year. Elsewhere
Subscription rates raditis of 20 miles of Fulton
$1.50 a year.
heart young like
There is . . . nothing that keeps the
enthusiasm to some
sympathy, like giving oneself with
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.

"United We Stand; Divided We Fall"
from a section of
- On Monday May 3 a delegation
appeared before
subalban Fulton known as the Highlands
couldn't
Council
the
which
help
the city council to ask for
the problem,
with
sympathetic
certainly
was
give. The City
but the real aid fur
and has prornised all possible assistance,
themselves.
residents
the
from
the cause will have to come
fall."
we
divided
stand;
we
"United
It's another case of
residential area built
It seems that some 23 years ago, a
of the overpass to
side
other
the
on
highway,
the
up along
a then-adequate
water,
Union City. To serve this area with.
city mains
with
connected
and
main was privately installed
same flat-rate
the
on
placed
were
Users
limits.
at the city
deal all the way
that city residents paid, and it was a good
round.
The =pleasant,
Then the Highlands started growing.
and cool
soot
engine
from
free
quiet,
breezy-hillsides are
minutes from
only
are
they
yet
and
sumrners,
hot
during
A fellow
downtown. There is plenty of room for expansion.
raise
and
garden
little
a
in
put
to
ground
could buy enough
150 lots in
x
50
the
that
tricks
other
do
and
chickens
a few
town wouldn't stand.
highThere, has been one big thorn in the side of the
before
out
brought
painfully
lands all the while, and that was
all be obthe City council on May.. 3. How could water for
tained?
Being outside the city limits, the city cannot expand
was
funds ior watcr mains; the original three-inch main
road
the
of
middle
the
down
nui
and
tapped by a two-incher
lit'to more users. The two-inch was tapped by a one-inch (a
tle bit bigger than your garden hose) and that now serves
four houses. It wasn't a good arrangement, but it was working along until the big freeze came last winter and heavy
trucks using the road as a Highway 51-bypass tore it all to
shreds.
The highway department has refused to repair the road
until the old, leaky water main is removed from the center.
WHO will remove it? WHO will stand the cost of a new
main, serving all -customers, adequate for area fire protection; aufficieM`for more residences that would surely spring
up if it were done?
WHO wants to undertake to mike the Highlands a
growing,'attractive suburb?

1- r

The City? No; it's outside the city limits.
The highway department? No; they'll dig_ a new trencli
for the main along the highway, but they can't buy the expensive pipe and install it; furthur, this part is only about
50 per-cent of the total needed.
The property owners themselves? Yes and_ nc_, "No,"
say those who have plenty of water. now,- "Yes," say those
who need water . . . but the "yesses" haven't enough majority to put the project through.
•

and his fine family from their [ welfare of the creation of such disfarm on West St. Line. Only Tom' trict, on the question of the apis absent—hei• first-born, her con- propriate boundaries to be assigned
N.—Ar rasr
to such district; upon the propriety
tribution to World War I.
Through losses and triumphs, un- i of the petitions, and of all other
and
dignified
proceedings taken under the said
and
calm;
ruffled
cultured; unselfish and friendly. It Act; and upon all questions relevant
would be a long search to find her, to such inquiries. The said public
Genuinely religious, hearing will be held by the State
counterpart.
without display she let others lead Soil Conservation Committee on the
in the various reforms. She made a 22nd day of May, 1948, beginning
home. It was Lowell who raised the at 10:00 a. m. o'clock Central Stanquestion about which is the better' dard Time, at the High School in
life to lead when he asked the ques-i Cayce, in the county of Fulton.
All persons, firms and corporation:
"He sang to the wide world, she tions who shall hold title to, or
lo her nest—
shall be in possession of, any land
In the nice ear of nature which
lying within the limits of the above
song is the best?"
territory, whether as
described
Mre. owners, leasees. renters, tennants or
Like Lowell's song bird
Whitnell "sang to her nest." To her otherwise, and all other interested
many children and to us who have parties are invited to attend and
Our kerrie
STAit71.0k
known her so long surely "her song will be given opportunity to be
7to MA*
Was the -best."
heard at the time and place here77i/AVOS ARE trprEA.Avr/
inabove specified.
STATE SOIL CONSERVATION
CONSERVATION
SOIL
STATE
COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE OF KENTUCKY
WATSON ARMSTRONG,
NOTICE OF HEARING UPON ORChairman
OF 'PROPOSED
GANIZATION
By Roberta Wekh
FULTON COUNTY SOIL CONSERVATION DISTRICT, EMBRAC- Dated: May 5, 1948
ING LAND LYING IN FULTON
Homemakers and 4-H clubs in
COUNTY, KENTUCKY.
WHEREAS, on the 12th day of Jefferson county cooperated with
other agencies in a county-wide
April. 1948, there was duly filed in clean-up campaign _in April.
the office of the State Soil Conservation Committee at Frankfort,
Kentucky, a petition signed by at
least 25 land owners pursuant to
the provisions of the Soil Conservation Districts Law, (Chapter 8,
1940 Session Acts, page 37) request"Always A Killjoy"
ing the establishment of the Fulton
County Soil Conservatioh District,
and
to be
tery—just simple little words of WHEREAS, the lands sought
district by said
praise. It takes such a little labor included in the said
petition comprise lands in Fulton
to give so much of joy.
as
Such a grey-haired sweet old County, described substantially
lady passes frequently and regular- follows:
Dawson Springs
by
ly on her trips to and from her well All the lands lying within the
Bath House
GEORGE ALLEY
boundaries of Fulton County,
kept, comfortable home on the paycd road a few miles to the west of Kentucky excluding town lots
Mineral Water Baths for Malaria
towns
incorporated
the
within
continued
our city. I marvel at the
Rheumatism, Neuritis, Arthritis
The Queen of Mothers
and unincorporated villages of
H. E. ROBINETT, Prop.
A eulogy is an untimely thing._ good health enjoyed by a woman of Fulton County.
greetHer
experience.
and
age
her
properly
They come too late. They
with
ever
is
herris
friends
.
old
notice
her
to
ing
THEREFORE,
No
NOW
grave.
the
belong this side of
Davvson Springs, Ky.
bereaved family needs a stranger's a smile and is never failing. A more by given that a public hearing will
Poplar and Munn Sts.
words to tell what a wonderful devoted son never lived than Henry be held pursuant to the said
Routes 62, 109
character that mother was. The pov- who takes pride in being her chauf-.tion on the question of the desir—
com-'
and
affection
interestd
the
filial
in
Such
feur.
necessity
and
3041 for reservatiens
ability
Phone
limierty of language itself sets its
tation upon any effort to describe panionship attest the character of of the public health, safety and
the dearness of one's own mother. the mother and the son alike.
Regularly these two constitutel
Words are but feeble comforters at
tim6S of such a loss. Now the ears the family. But Henry is not thel
deonly son. At times the lawn is filled
that sincere praise would give
light lie lifeless. The aged heart with fine cars with license plates
is no longer gladdened by our com- from Tennessee, Missouri, Florida
pliments. It is insensible alike tu and Kentucky. You would think
Henry was having the Farm Bureau
censure or to praise.
So why not say the kindly little meeting. However it's just the
while
people
about
daughter and the many sons home
think
we
things
they still live and are pleased to for a reunion with mother. There
hear them? It brings a lot of joy is the industrious Ann with brother
even to grey-haired sweet old lad- Winfrey from Fulton, from Florida
ies to be told that their lives have come Edwin and family; from Dybeen well spent,' that we are proud ersburg Robert and Robert Jr.;
of them, that we want them with ,from St. Louis Fred, one of Fireus just as long as possible. No flat- stone's valuable young men; Will
L075 Of ENC0(1.64GEMENT

osilouST.

'

cfre

71taageid

LOOK
Before row boy of Range
I COME IN AND LET US DIVE YOU A COMPLETE
DEMONSTRATION Of TILE FAMOUS

TIPP211
Glia•gfe

From where we're sitting it looks like things can be
worked out if everybody out there gets together . . . and
a nice, new residential area created as p result.

TIME FOR ACME QUALITY PAINT
BRUSHES ON EASILY...DRIES SATIN-SMOOTH!

ACME QUALITY

ENAMEL, \KOTE
The Beautiful Enamel, Everyone Can Apply
Ws easy to brush on this fine
quality enamel. Makes furniture,
toys, walls and woodwork like
new again. You'll like its smoothBowing, the high gloss that makes
your home possessions so satinsnsooth, so beautiful. Choice of
colors.

$1.98
Quart

FULTON PAINT & GLASS CO. Telephone 909,r1

Friday, May 14, 1948
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210 Churcht-St.

Yos will live with your
new range a long time
—so we suggest you
shop and compare. See
the Tappan! There's a
wealth of conveniences
to make your kitchen
hours easier—more enjoyable. Famous
for its beststy, your new Tappan
win be the envy of your friends.

out tettaliti,

ettet

- by the ton
COME fN—
OOLIOATION
—OF COURSE

"CLEAN"
"QUICK"
"ECONOMICAL"

Though you may never see thr coal aboard this troin, it puts
money in your pocket, no matter what your joh. Coal helps
make tools for gmwing larger, better crops. And these crops
bring better prices because of coal. For it creates the po,Aer that
multiplies the worker's productive capacity, enabling him to
produce more, earn more and spend more. Coal energizes the
production of American plenty, and it drives the trains bringing
that plenty to your community.... Last year the Illinois Central
hauled 461,508 cars of coal— thr most in its peacetime history
—to help produce and deliver to you the best of everything.

YOU CAN COOK FOR LESS THAN
5c PER DAY ON

OUR GAS RANGES
COMPLETE
INSTALLATION
Priced From $259.75
Come in and see for yourself

Airlene Gas Company Of Fulton
406 Main

Fulton, Ky.

WHAT YOU WANT
WHEN YOU WANT IT
When you shop for a lipstick or a lawnmower, a
suit or a box of strawberries, your local merchant
usually has what you want when you want it. Pmducts from
100 or 2,000 miles away are as handy as though they were
made two blocks fmm your home. Bringing them to you is
the Illinois Central's No. I job. By doing it well, we intend
to earn your continued friendship and patmnage.

ILLINOIS
CENTRAL
RAILROAD
MAIN

LINE

0F

W.A.JOHNSTON
President

MID -AMERICA
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(Penna.) Record apparently agrees
with that stateinent. in the April
THE AMERICAN WAY 122nd issue of that newspaper he
Harried an editorial quoting statisIn a recent allele I pointed out .tics and reciting facts that definitethat- small business and big business ly disprove the charge made by the
are not enemies, that in reality the !Communists and Left-Wingers that
are partners, and that neither could !Big Business completely monopolizes
the business and industrial arenas
survive without the other.
of America.
The editor of
the
Coatsville. For instance, he pointed out that

"PURSE STRINGS" by RE-NU SHOE SHOP
HUMPH!
SHE OUGHT TO FINO
HERSELF A BOY
ssf110 CAN svsarre

PIrE STOOK Swan>.

111111111111111111111111111111111111
INCS:511111111Mmill11
Ev
alomr-MILMIEVall
1110
:
4111NMILMINAll
DEVX:::PMECCOMIIP
1 ,V3" 4 1111k..
%
IIMEEWES----CARTE CAI To SUIT
FROM SOFT SN-SIL

ne. at-Aro< crutcxist

BALSA SASE
(ME FIG. i FoR
SZE AND SHAPE/

iSERVATION
'TEE
kRMSTRONG,
Chairman
toberta Wekh

t-H clubs in
perated with
county-wide
April.

uniminerzemem

es
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
!away; behold, all things are Isecome
.(II
Cor.
5:17).
-Mortals and Lemortals" is the I new."
All are welcome to our services.
subject of the Lesson-Sermon which
will be read in all Christian Science ,
Sally Simpkins, a home demonchurches througout the world on
stration club member says: BuildSunday, May 16, 1948.
ing
a better world, like charity, beThe Golden Text is: "As we have
borne the image of the earthy, we gins at home.
The
Community Improvement
shall also bear the image of the
Contest is a vehicle without brakes
heavenly." (I Cor. 15:49).
since everybody wants to keep It
Among the citations which com- running at full speed.
prise the Lesson-Sermon is the folA tirdener, too, is known by
lowing from the Bible: "Therefore the company he keeps—especially
if any man be in Christ, he is a the pests he keeps alive through
new creature: old things are passed failure to use insecticides.

BATTERy CuPSITIN/
CARDIKIARD STEP
CEuENT
TOGETHER
RE STANOICA SIDE/

AXLE ExTEHSON SHAFT
IPIECES OF wiRE OR NUJ

BALSA AxLE
DIAL. wHEELS
CO R2O,
Allt0/

• Nc..xt to the City- National Bank

5.ALL SCPE.S OR NAL.S

Z\S
'
14
2
F., 3 ASSEMaLY DRAWNG
IC.2 SCALE I2"S

Our standards require strict adherence to the family's wishes.

rings

for Malaria
s, Arthritis
• Prop.

W. W. Jones & SoA
FUNERAL HOME
Martin, Tenn
Phone 390

gs, ICy.

110

nn Sts.
109
servati8ns

HOW. YOU WILL
,BENEFIT BY READING
THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR.

You will find yrtiJrself one of
the best -informed persons in your Community on world offotrs when
you rs,iod this wurld•wrde cIo.ly newspaper regularlY Yes) sell gee)
fuller, richer understanding of today's vdal
ffesh, new viewpoints.
news—PLUS help from its exCluSire features on homemaking, eduCCI•
TsOn, business, theater, music, radio, sports.

Subs,rib* I•osy

TO

this spsciel "goef.
•csualsese- off*.
—I moons fur SI
(U. S. funds) I

Tn. ChristiOn Science Publishing 50C iety
One. Bassos Street, Boston 15, MOSS . U
I

PB-S
S A.

oleos* send me The Chr.o,an

Enclosed If SI, fOr whiCh
Monaco flu one Malin.

I Soence

Norms

Street
C.*

Zone

Winter's over. Most cars need a change to thicker grease in
transmission and rear axle. Our Summer-time lubrication by
factory-specified chart stops Wear, saves repair bills.

WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
14'e handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is ,Always Appreciated

t puts
helps
crops
r that
im to
rs the
nging
rntral
istory
thing.

FULTON, KY.

Get Our
HIGH-QUALITY SEEDS
SEED POTATOES
SEED OATS
ALL KINDS OF SOY BEANS
BULK GARDEN SEED

NT

IT IT

a lip,er, a
wiserioant
from
were
you is
otend
riend-

HYBRID SEED CORN
Broadbent --- Funk's "G"

The backpicce should be simply
pinned in place to permit quick
removal for servicing the batteries. Before assembling the pieces,
put in the switch as shown and
then cut out, bend to shape and
mount the battery Clips. The truck
unit can then be completed and
laid aside.
The cab Unit requires no explanation as far as the chassis goes.
The bodY itself can be carved from
solid balsa or built up to suit—
the lighter the better. The motor
is screwed directly ento the chassis as- shewn. Three 3/4" screws
are requirod here. It will be seen
that the front axle, which is a
continuation of the motor shaft,'
requires some sort of extenson
axle. This can be formed of two
short lengths of steel wire or
pieces of nail and two short•
lensehs of tubing. These can be
soldered together or, in a pinch,
joined with cement. Wheel track
on the model described is 2 3/4"
but may be reduced to 2 1/2" to
suit. If you find after hooking up
the wiring that your truck runs
backwards, don't worry. All you
need to do is yeverse the batteries
in their clip.
Sincerely yours,
.%Ulf

CITY DRUG CO.
C. H. McDaniel, Phar.; Owner
-408 Lake
Phones 70, 428

pREliTimons

Rolle

the most recent eensus of manu- ing fund. "The boss was a generous
facturers shows that 64.8 percent of'guy whets. he had it," the workers
all wage earners in manufacturing said a'nd stuck to their jobs.
are employed by employers of fewThe community also remembered
er than 500 workers each. Most what Reese had done for the town.
certainly a company that employs A delegation of citizens persuaded
fewer than 500 workers cannot be steel concerns to furnish Quonset
considered a "Big Business."
buildings, induced a railroad to
To those who claim that it is no shunt freight on to Reese's siding.
buslaunch
a
new
possble
to
longer
The minister shoveled debris into
ness unless one has unlmited capi- the saloon-keeper's wheelbarrow,
,ii
tal, let me refer them to the United as the ruins were cleaned up. Th,e
States Department of Commerce. banker climbed the roof to weld
There they will learn that since steel sheets. Women's clubs set up,
V-J Day some 1.200,000 new firms canteens for the workers. Young
have been started in America; thee girls piloted wheelbarrows.
95 percent of these have been .e.on-! They did not even stop on Christcerns with fewer than 8 employees mas or New Year's—in fact, someand only two-tenths of one percent? times they worked around the
ad more than 50 employees. These s clock. Believe it or not, just G4 days
facts definitely prove that the little, after the fire the new plant befellow still has the opportunity to . gan operations.
get into business for himself.
What Lew Reese, his employee;
The Coatsville editor also told the and the townsfolks of Scio did can
story of Lew Reese of Scio, Ohio, a be done in every city and in every
small businessman who was given 'city and in every industry in Amer
an opportunity to prove in spectac- ; ice. Reese had indicated he was the
ular fashion that there are still new.right kind of an employer; his emfrontiers in America. When due to ,ployees
realized this and had pro1
the depression Scio's population had duced at a high rate, thus earning
fallen from 1,200 to 400, Reese bonuses; and the townspeople had
started a pottery plant there. It was benefited because of these amicable
not the most propitious time to relations. When disaster hit, all
launch an industry, but Reese had
three partners took off their coats
the courage to take the plunge.
and went to work to repair the
For several years things went adamage. This would not have haplong nicely for Reeves, his ernployees perted had Reese and his employees
and the community, until last De- 'been at each other's theoats.
(_•ember when fire completely devvhen
all
,,, Miracles transpire
stroyed his pottery plant, which was
hands cooperate.
uninsured because Scio's poor water supply made insurance rates
prohibitive. To a lesser man this
would have been a knock-out blow;
but not so to Reese. While the ruins, Accurate
were still smouldering, he announc-1
WORICMANSHIP
ed, "We'll build better than ever before."
At Low Cosi
Reese had been a good employer.
Time
and
Clocks
Watches
During 1946 he had paid out $705,000 in bonuses to his employees, Pieces of All Kinds Accurateand before the fire he had earmark- ly Repaired at Lov; Cost by—
ed $400,000 for 1917 bonuses. Now,
ANDREWS
of course, there could be no bonuses. The employees made. no comJewelry Company
plaint; some even offered to throw
their pay checks into the rebuild

Edw Funk &: Sons

FOR DETAILS OF OUR BIG CONTEST!
Listen to our program over W.E.N.K.
Monday Thru Friday, 6:30 p. m.
CYCLONE AND HORN SEED SOWERS
ALUMINUM ROOFING
FERTILIZER, BARBED WIRE, PHOSPHATE

ident

A.C.Butts&Sons
East State Line,Fulton

Dear Dad:
This trailer truck is pOwered
with a midget electric motor and
employs direct front wheel drive.
It is activated by one or snore No.
950 Eveready flashlight cells
(drawings show two cells hooked
up in series) and is easy to build.
It is composed of two complete
u.nits:.the cab or engene unit and
the truck section which is pivoted
loosely to the cab platform directly above the cab rear wheels. The
truck unit may have twin wheels
as shown or single wheels can 'be
used at a ssving of about ten cents
in costs. Wheels used aee the
cheapest model airplane 'wheels
obtainable and are advertised by
most model firms.
Start operations by making up
full-size plans of the wooden
parts. This is done telowing the
scaled Orawings, Figures 1 and 2,
whIch are squared to simplify dimensions. Exact adherence to the
given dimensions is not important
and in fact the overall size of the
truck unit can be reduced if preferred. Top and base or bottom
of the truck should be the_same
size and shape but the base must
be cut out to clear the wheels
and also to allow small radius
turns. These pieces are later joined
with a single length of light cardboard which is cemented in place.

• State

SUMMEli LUBRICATION

NI A YFIELD HIGHWAY

EVEREADY TRAILER TRUCK
Cost: Dad, $3.00 for motor—Son, 75 cents for materials
Materials may be obtained at local hobby shop.

•Whether your problem
is to "put it on" or "take
it off," don't try to fight
the battle singlehanded.
First step is to call on a
general who kncws what
goes. Ask your Doctor for
sound professioual ad% ice.
Then heed his experienced counseL One thing
he'll likely recommend is
that you bring his prescriptions to us for careful
and prompt compounding.

Phone 202-J

We Can Replace Parts
In Your Electric
Appliances
All kinds and makes our speciality! Everything from a curling
iron to an electric refrigerator
repaired and parts replaced at
minimum prices.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED TO
YOUR SATISFACTION COMatERCIAL AND TIO61•STIC—
PRONE 261.

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Mani Street

Fulton

„
6
,k

IRONED TO PERFECTION
PERFECT—that's what the ladies say- when their
sheets come back from the PARISIAN Laundrywashed and ironed the way a lady likes them.
And the special care we give to sheets insures longer
wear as well as better appearance. Call 14 today.

P_ARISIAN
Laundry & Cleaners

DO YOU TAKE YOUR DAIRY FOR
GRANTED!
FULTON PURE MILK invites you to visit any of
our model dairies. There you can see for yourself
the care and thoughtfulness for your welfare that
goes into every bottle of milk delivered to your
door, or to your store. We'd like you to see for your
self—and go away pleased.

Fulton Pure -Milk Co.
PHONE 613-1 IFOR DELIVERY
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Mr. apd Mts. Moore Joynei
l of spring hats which were made. Mrs. Frank Beadles, Mrs. R. H.
relatives in Nashville.
out of paper doilies i.nd trimmed . Wade. Mrs. Elizabeth Snow and SOn Sunday with
visit
Bobby, have returned frozn a
with bits of lace and flowers.
Rook was enjoyed during the af- little son, Byron, Jr., in Nashville.
Mrs. Gid Willingham and mother.
ternoon with Mrs. E. D. Keiser
Mrs. E. J. Parsons of Chicago ar,
Mrs. George Fowler of Los An- visiting relatives and friends in
winning high score prize, Mrs. Frei
Sawyer rieceived low, and Mrs. Rob- geles, Cal., has returned home af- Fulton.
ter a visit to relatives la Fulton.
ert Bell received travel prize.
Coca-colas and candy were served
Mr. and Mrs. John Boaz of MemMr. and Mrs. A. B. Dunning of
ga_rnes.
during the
phis spent the weekend with her
Two members, Mrs. Elvis Myrick Jackson, Tenn., spent the week
mother, Mrs. E. G. Maddox on Ceda.nd Mrs. Tuberville, were celebrata end with her mother, Mrs. Stella
ar street.
ing their birthdays and were de- Ellis on Park avenue.
lightfolly surprised with a handAir. and Mrs. R. V. Putnam, Sr.,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hales and
kerchif shower.
Those attending were Mesdames are on a 10 day trip to Washington little daughter, Carolinda, have returned to their home in Jonesboro,
Ed Bush, Clifton Linton, Fred Saw- and other pc, nts of interest.
Ark., after a short visit to their parjier, E. D. Keiser, Elvis Myrick,
E.
E.
and
Mount
attendMrs.
Mr.
Bell.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Bales and
J. H. Edwards and Robert
ed the Strawberry Festival in Hum- Mr. and Mrs. Joe Beadles.
boldt Friday.

The Woman's Page
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,

PHONE 9Z6

Woman's Club Scene Of Beauty Afternoon
When Garden Department Entertains General Club

The Woman's Club was a scene
a very talented young
of beauty Friday afternoon, April Judy Reaves,Paducah, who delightfrom
7, when the Garden Department idancer auience with a beautiful
were hosts to the general meeting.red the
dances- She 'was
The° flab home was beautiful in ballet and twobytanher
mother Mrs.
a wale like setting with a profus- accompanied
also played sevwho
orful spring flowers in ar- Harry Reaves
-popular songs between dances.
tistic Ca angernants which were en- ere
granddaughter of Mr.
the floral cont,est display. Judy is the
tered
B. Reaves of Fulton.
Guests were.greeted by Mrs. R.al, and Mrs. H.Reaves has been acMiss
Belew and Mrs. Carl Brittain. Mrs. Little
West Kentwky
throughout
RA. Fowlkes presided at the reg-i claimed
as a dancer of marked ability and
ister.president,, the club was fortunate in having
Mrs. L. N. Gifford, the
ai her dance for them.
called the meeting to order and I Prizes for the floral contests were
scripture verse were repeated in presented by Mrs. Terry. First
PRESIDENT — heirs. Hendon
•
unison.
Airs.
White
• Ipri-e to Mrs J D
Mrs. Robert Burrows, recording ra Little "
Wright has been elected presi.
and Mrs. John Earle for
secretary, read the minutes followdent nt the West Fulton. Ky,
given.their beautiful t,ea • table, second
ed by the treasurer's report
prize to Mrs. J. D. Davis for beautiParent-Teachers itissociatIon_.
Other,
Jr.
by Mrs. Morgan O'Mar, Mrs._
Arch lful arrangements of mixed flowers,
by
given
were
reports
Jones,ithird prize to Mrs. Leon Browder
Huddleston Jr., Mrs. J. L.
h eon was serVed' to the guests seated
Y
Jr., Mrs. Gilson Latta, and Mrs• G• prize to Mrs. Winfrey Whitnel for at card tables.
Following the luncheon games of
G. Bard.
a collection of specimen of iris.
enjoyed.
Mrs. Bard reported that the final
New members to the department, bridge were
At the close of the games Mrs.
payment has been. made on the new Mrs. D. C. Thacker, Mrs. Norman
Williams, Sr. received high
Steinway grand piano.
ofiTerry, Mrs. Hunter Whitesell, Mrs., Clyde
for the guests and Mrs.
Mrs. Daisy Terry, chairman
Jess Fields, and Mrs. L. N. liteeves,score prize -received high for the
the Garden Department, in her ! were official hostess for the after- Bob White
members.
charming manner extended a cord- noon and served delightful refresh- club
Guests to the club were Mrs. G.J.
ial welaome to the members and ments during the social hour. Fav•
visitors on behalf of her depart- ors of miniature corsages of rose Willingham of.' Chicago, Mrs. Norman Terry and Airs. Williams.
ment. Ms. J. D. Davis, program buds were given each one.
Members playing -were Mrs. Winchairman. presented a most enjoyShepherd, Mrs. Clariee Thorpe,
frey
able program.
Mrs. Bob White, Mrs. Lewis Weaks.
The first number was a sextette Mrs. Murphy Entertains
and Mrs. Leon Browder.
composed of Terry McMahan, WalTuesday
ter Mischke, Billy Campbell, Wayne Luncheon Club
Norman, Mac Nall and Joe Davis, Mrs. Harry Murphy was hostess Miss Betty Sue Houston
Jr., who sang "The Riff Song'' from to the Tuesday luncheon club at her
Announces Engagement
Romberg's light opera, "The Desert home on Second ,street.
Song." They were accompanied by
The house was attractive with arThe engagement and approaching
Mrs. M. W. Haws.
ragenments of roses.
marriage of hliss Betty Sue Houston
Mrs. Davis then presented Miss
A delectable three course lunch- to Edmond. Che„ster Brunson, Jr ,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Chest
er Brunson, Sr. of Union City,
Tenn., has been annour.:ed by .her
DON'T FIDDLE WHILE HOME BURNS
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Houston of the Union City HighU.S.. fire loses last year were a
way.
The wedding will be solen3nized
Your
$700,000,000.
record-busting
June 26 at the First Baptist church
in Fulton.
around, trusting to luck. delayMiss Houston is a graduate of
Fulton high school and she ating, gambling. Be safe and be
tended Murray State college. She is
a graduate of Bov,ling Green Busihome may be next. Don't fiddle
ness University and a member cf
sure . . . today! Phone 5 for low
Kappa Beta Phi sorority.
Mr. Brunson is a graduate of
rates on complete fire protection.
Union City high school and he attended Murray State college and
the University of Tennessee and is
a member of the Sigma Chi fraternity.
INSURANCE AGENCY

Miss Ann Godfref Hostess
Misses Cissy Murphy. Ann
To Thursday Evening Club!Dade,
Ann Latta, and Nancy

MaWil.
Miss Ann Godfrey was hostessi son %vitt attend the Cotton Carnival
to the Thursday evening bridga I in Memphis Saturday.
--club at her home on Jefferson street.1
Three tables were arranged for' Billy Wilson, Walter Mischke and
games of bridge. After several pro•!Johnny Hyland will attend the
gressions Mrs. Fred Homra _ was Cotton Carnival in Memphis Satutawarded high score prize and Miss clay.
Nell V.'arren received low.
At the conclusion of the games
the hostess served a party plate.
Those attending were Mrs. Homra, Mrs. Stanley Jones, Mrs. Clyde
Williarns Jr.. Mrs. Joe Treas, Mrs.
J. L. Jones, Jr.. Mrs. Clyde Hill Jr.
Miss Charlene alartin, Miss Nell
Warren. Miss Ruth Graham. Miss
Mary Hamra. Miss Martha Moore
and Miss .kndy DeMyer.

208 Main

FULTON

Smart Gift Idea
for the 1948
GRADUATE!

Anna Catherine Worley
Weds Chester IL Jordon
Miss Anna Catfierine Worley
daughter of Mr. ad Mis..John
Worley and Chester H. Jordon, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Arica Jordon of
McConell. Tenn., were married May
1st at the parsonage of the First
Baptist church.
The irnpressived ring ceremony
was performed by Rev. James G.
Heisner. pastor of the church.
The :vide was attractive in navy
blue suit with white accessories ant
corsage of white carnations.
Mrs. Cleatus Wilbanks was matnon of -honor. She wore a spring
model of aqua crepe with brown
accessories and a corsage of pink
carnations.
Mr. Wilbanks served as best man
Mrs. Jordon is .a graduate of Fulton high sahool in the class of 1947
and is now employed at the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. Jordon attended school at
McConnell and served 14 months
in the U. S. Army of which nine
months v:ere spent overseas. He
is now employed at the Quality
Cleaners.
Following the ceremony the couple lett for an unannounced weddig trip. They are at home to their
friends at 411 Norman street Fulton.

Mrs. Killebrew Hostess,
To Bridge Club Tuesday

Mrs. Uel Killebrew entertained
the Thursday luncheon club at her
home on Third 'street.
A 'delightful luncheon was served
at Smith's Cafe at noon. The table
was centered with an arrangement
of spring flowers.
Following the luncheon the group
went to the Killebrew home where
games of bridge were enjoyed during the afternoon. Mrs. Horton
Baird was high scorer for the afternoon and Mrs. Frank Beadles was
low. Mrs. Ward McClellan was a
guest to the club.
alembers playing were afesdames
Horton Baird, 1.;eslie Weaks, Gilson
Latta, Frank Beadles, Maxv.-ell McDade. Laurence Holland, Mrs. Arch
Huddleston, Jr., and Miss Mayrne
Bennett.

Mrs. Tuberville Gives
Luncheon For Rook Club

STRONG ENOUGH TO STAND ON I

BEAJTY SHOP BETSY
BY MRS. J. A JONES

•

1. GET THEM CLEANED. Our Sanitone cleaning not onlY
kills moth larva but also restores original freshness and
color to your garments.
2. STORE THEM JIMMEDIATELY AMER CLEANING.
Our moth-proof, cold-storage vault is insured against ail
hazards.

N-o-w is the tirne to place your garments in
Sununer storage. The moth season is here!

Town Topics
. Mrs. Sam Winston and Mrs. S.M.
DeMyer spent Monday in Memphis.

0.K. LtyppRY

Miss Myra Scearce is a patient
in the Fulton Hospital.

Good Luck ---

that has enabled you to pass this worthy milestone.
Good Luck to you all!

"Phi, rip preitively estimated! let's step
la some place far a 'taker
LET US GIVE YOU YOUR
SPRING PERMANENT

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
303 Walnut St.

Phone 185

o you graduates of 1948 classes in the Fulton area,

life will be marked with the same determination of purpose

Complete Selection of
Matched Sets for ladies
and Gentlemen

RIGHT
PROVEN

-,-- Graduates!
in earning your diploma. We hope that your journey through

our complete xlection.

PAN bAIRICAN WORLD AIRWAYS

age is thla:

we offer our congratulations for your achievement

1-randsome. sturdy, smartly fitted . and
above all, economical! That s what makes
Samsonite America's favorite luggage ...
and the best luggage value we know. We
have matched sets at less than you'd expect
to pay for just one piece! Come in and
chOose today from
•

SUDISVCXV HATCHIST.RP•est WNW It

The only POSITIVE AND CERTAIN WAY that you can insole
your clothes against moth dam-

Mvs. Paul Tuberville was gracious
hostess Thursday to a lovely one
o'clock luncheon complimenting
the members of her club.
The house was beautifully dea•
°rated throughout with arrangements of colorful spring flowers.
A delectable three course luncheon was served from the dining
room table centered with a blue
vase of pink rose buds. At each plate
were attractive favors in the forrn

It's Samsonite

41Malibild 0011.11.10•1011 mops.
bowls.a.d..V.S.Umaeorm111•.44..4 Mai
ms~g/Wiss.
Ware breed.
hind AM*
Avo Camay

BEWARE-THE
HUNGRY MOTH-

or

ATKNIS, HOLMAN AND FIELDS

rRNTHISKY
HATCHIRIRT
osoi-roraariarsa has MeN1-

Milli

LA CNARME BEAUTY SALON
Al AC HINE- NIACHINELESS WAVES
COLO WAVES
PAANICURiNG
RILTON,WSPITLIZT'‘
218 C1-:L1RCH ST
PHONE 34

City National Bank
FULTON
Member: Federal Veserve Bank

Member: F.D.I.C.

We Solicit Your Patronage On Our Record.

4
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ier spent
gashville.
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-++4 cigarette from his mouth wh,ile con- banks ot Fulton. The Roundhou
se
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bouldin and Stephens and daughter, Jess Pickversing with either a woman or an- Roundup say to Mr. and Mrs. ChestHEARTS and FLOWERS
HELLO WORLD
children spent the week end with ard, Mr. and Mrs. Russell MciVlorother
man.
er
Jordan
we wish you the best of her parents, in Paris, Tenn.
By
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. McDonald,
ries and son all visited Mr. and Mrs.
luck arid may years of happiness.
Claude Presley late Sunday eve- Route 1 announee the birth of a
Miss Latane;
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith and
nine pound eight ounce son, Alve
R. G. Harris of LouiSville spent !ling.
Please tell me if I should have daughter. Janice and Dave
Smith the week end with his daughter, EuMrs. Ellis Bizzle is on the sick Lawrence born Saturday May 8 at
this tooth extracted that should be? spent the week end in Memphis,
the
Haws Memorial Hospital.
t.
genus
at
ise+sseassasassassa.4
the home of her grandpar.4..+4,ssiss.4.4,...4
.4, Will 1 have any sesious after ef• Tenn., visiting relatives.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Bradford. Ed Brown is better at this writ!fects?
Mrs. Louis Murphy and daughing.
Homemakers and 4-H club memWhy 'do my neck, face and hand ter, Patsy Ann spent the week
Miss Latane;
am, Mrs. Walter Morris remains aMrs. A. W. Fite is teeling some bers in Bethel community, Bath
I do not live in Fulton but I dol Swell?
with Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Srrdth.
better.
bout the same at her home on
county, are cooperating to improve
read your column every week and! The girl that room with me got
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Howell spent
Weet State Line.
Four of Miss Margaret Gardser's their .school grounds with shrulas
enjoy' it very much so I would like my coat didn't she? Did this girl Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Richstudents
spent
and
bluegrass.
Monday
night
with
continue to work for Mrs. E. B. ard Allen on Martin Highway.
to ask you a few questions.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Reaves, Jr.,. her. They were Annet, Joyce, Joan,
Roy Byrd is on his vacation.
My father and mother have work- after my coat was taken?
and
hteg, Judy of Paducah and Bettie.
Where is C. P. now? How many
ed hard all of their lives and have
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy I. Cheat- sape
rvint'
day with his parents, Mr. Mrs. Jimmie Gardner is better at
quite a few hardships, I would like times has he been married? Is he ham are vacationmg at Denial'
this writing and is able to come
,,,ry Reaves.
to know if they will ever own a married now and is he living with Boone, a plantation owned by them
home. She has been visiting her
home of their own and if ao where hTs -wife, was he in love with him at Milburn, Ky.
Mr.
Itrs. Richard Homra son and family, Mr. and Mrs. RupMrs. H. B. Reeves is all smiles have
will it be located? My father has wasn't she?
rtturned to their home in ert Gardner.
L. R. as she plans to visit in Paducah: Seneth.
been offered a new job, should he
Mo.,
after a short visit
•• ••
Saturday with her son and his tam- with
take it?
Mr. and Mrs. Foad Hornra on "Wonder Grass"
ily.
B. L H.I My Dear L. R.;
Norman
street.
' ' No, do not have the tooth extract• * ••
We are glad to hear that Mrs.
(Continued from page one)
ed now. If you do it will give you Sam Howell, mother of Robert
My dear B. L. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Jelly. Jones of Mur- there are many other such plots in
trouble.
You
should
3
wait
about
Howell,
Yes, my dear, your father and
is still improving.
ray, Ky., spent the week end with the area that will closely rival the
it pulled.
mother will own a home but it will weeks • before havingtheir parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
•
not be anywhere close to where you, I think you misunderstood me
Jones, and Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Alex- figAurleittle of the hsitory of Kentucky
live. Tell your father to stay on when I told you that your physical
AUSTIN SPRINGS
ander.
31 Fescue was told a News reporte:
the job he has now and not to condition was in your mind. The
by Mr. Fortenberry who said that
John Rhodes entered Haws HOs•
change. If he does it will be for point is you 'always think the worst
Mrs.
Ann
Whitnel
the
crop plant was first discovered
Hornbeak
the worse not the better. It will be and there isn't anything seriously, pital the past week for some treat- improving after being quite ill
in
1887 by William Suter Who nowith
several years yet before 'they own wrong with -you. You have a touch; ment to his foot and limb. He has pneumonia in Haws Hospital.
ticed with interest the grass that
an infection that is giving him qisite
of kidney trouble which could
this home.
yed green all the year. Many
Cured irilua lime if you would con-la hit of pain.
. •
Mrs.
Mary
Hughes Watson
of years later as Dr. E. N. Fergus Of
sult a doctor.and do' what he said
We have news from the bedside
Denton,
Ill.,
Miss Latane;
spent
Experiment Station was judging
the
the
end
week
to. That is what is causing your , of Mrs. Paul Cavender that she
mother, Mrs. Malcolm sorghum in Menefee County he too,
I have two questions I would like face and hands to swell.
took a turn for the worse the past with her
Chambers on Eddings street.
to ask and I'm afraid if I ask anYcame across the plant that has been
Yes, the girl that you were shar- week in a St. Louis hospital, where
one about them they will laugh at ing
appropriately named the "wonder
Yes,Ishe has been a patient several
a
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Ben
me and I would appreciate your Mrs. room with got your coat.
P. Evans and grass." Dr. Fergus made the disB. knew she got your coat! weeks. Her mother Mrs. Will Aber- little daughter,
answering them for me. 1—When She E.
Shirley
covery
Ann, of
in 1931 and it is for that
only worked' for her a few• nathy Martinsburg, Mo., is at her Water Valley,
Miss., have returned reason it is called 31 Fescue.
the guest of honor at a luncheon slaw after this.
si e.
home after a week end visit to his
is seated at 'the right of the hostess
He
told
the story of the tenth
J.
C.
Rickman has begun the re- pa
C. P. is up' north. He has been!
nreEndtd
singMsr.straenedt. Mrs. Ben Evans anniversary of the discovery
who should be seated on the other
mod i•ing of his house. Some new o
when
side of this guest? 2-1 have some- married either three or four times.', additions are to be
a field was visited in which grew
made and other
trines noticed a man holding a cigar
side
by side blue grass, timothy,
,conviences installed.
Mrs. Lonnie Roper and little son fescue and orchard grass. With
in his mouth while in conversa- him. Yes, he is married at present! Mr. and Mrs.
the
Earl Mitchell and are spending the
nd his le are not in the
tion with a woman, isn't this rude? b t h
week
with
same
her
kind of cultivation, fertilizadrers
c
Don
and Judy of Paducah mother, Mrs.
same town. I can not tell you if they
Dalton McWherter in tion and exposure to the elements
,spent the past Sunday with
J. B. are separated
par- Memphis and attending the Cotton according
• • • •
or not. I would have
all four, only fescue reto see his writing. He wasn't in ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields.
Carnival.
fl•01.••••
mained slean and free of
My dear J. B.:
Mrs. Clifton Cherry remains ae wi
Mrs. Harry Plott of Dequion, Ill., grass had a perfect stand,weeds. The
1—The most intimate friend of him.
bout
the same but is resting quite is visiting
not a bald
UNDE
RSEA'.
'
father, T. M. Exum and spot in the entire growth.
the hostess, or someone who is help1111•14D
, wellefaler condition hasn't improved
other relatives.
RUBBERIZED
. Fescue will grow in any kind of
ful in entertaining the guest.
!mud?!for many weeks now.
•
soil. rich or poor, wet or dry, sweet
2—It is extremely discourteous. Miss Latane; I have misplaced my
. PROTECTIVE COATING
Fred McCoy Jr., Clarksville, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Williams and or sour. It has been
A man should remove his cigar or Bible, a real nice one with my name speut, several days here with his
known
to
grow
children, of Evansville Ind., are vis- on a 100 per cent
and address in it. I left it at church Jamfly
,1 absorbs underbody squeaks
slope.
last Wednesday night if I remem- ; juries wskile recuperating from in- iting relatives in Fulton.
and rattles ... shuts out rust
Greeting the group was Roy Bard
reefived while at work.
ber right. I would like for you ta
energetic and enthusiastic president
A new cub Farmall purchased by
Most car noise comes Irma
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wiggins and ,of Fulton County's
tell me how or where I can find it.[Buddy
underneath where rust and
Johnson several days ago
Farm Bureau
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tyner are on:who told
N. C. 'attracting quite a
corrosion
rot fenders, make
of his experiences with
bit of interest to, a two weeks trip
••• •
to New :Mexico. the "wonder grass."
cars noisy before their titer.
!farmers here, as to the mechanisrn '
My Dear N. C.,
Protect
your car now with
; On the program too, was David
'of the cub, first to be purchased in
Mrs. Pearl Weaver is visiting her .Hilliard, a
You can rest assured you will lo- I this
"UNDER'SEAL," the amazboard member of the
area.
new
ing
son and family in Miami, Fla.
sprayed-on coating
cate your Bible. You will just a'Kentucky Seed Improvement Asthat protects against rust
bout give up hopes when you locate I Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Jones and
sociation.- Mr. Hilliard represents
and wear, muffles underit. It is laying on a table not too baby Freddie Ray have returned
Mr and Mrs. Charles Murphy and the Purchase District in that body.
body noiBes with a Vs inch
home from Haws Hospital and in Miss
far from you.
Joan Murphy spent Sunday
Whatever that beautiful green
shisis."Iside." Keeps any oar
the home of relatives a few weelcs. with lftr
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy , foliage, with its sweet scented fragnew and quiet-ridmg longer.
Both are now doing nicely.
, My Dear Unknown;
'Tu.sker and other relatives.
It's guaranteed to protect for
rance endowed by nature means ta
Olivia, baby daughter of Mr. and
Yes, is your answer to your letthe
life Of ydur car.
,
the
casual
passer-by,
to the farmer
Mrs. Buddy Johnson was in Paduter. 1 will be she to.
John Austin student of Murray rt means the white hope of Kencah the past week for a checkup
college spent the weekend with his tucky and a prophesy that as the
with Dr. Dunn, baby specialsit.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Doyle left for parents, Mr. and Mrs. ADA Austin years go on it will mean a light,
house in the progress of /settle graz'Hot Springs, Ark., where they wfil on Eddings street.
ing.
spend 30 days bathing in the boilfhe farmers here know that lading springs.
BEELERTON
ino clover and Kentucky 31 fescue
Farm work is far in advance
Mr. and Mrs. Aron McGough of are a perfect
marriag? of a legume
with quite a bit of corn planted up Fulton visited Mr. and Mrs. Guy
and a grass . . . and its a long and
PHONE 60
to date. Tobacco is near ttansplant- Brown Friday night.
happy life we wish them.
. Hy Alice Clark
ing, with the landa prepared rapids, Leslie B. Lewis is improving at
ly. Early gardens look vesy promiss this' writing.
ing, but cut-worm
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Darnell of
1, •
ar that Bill Dur- ly art'got their s came abtmdantitGlepson,
Tenn. and Mrs. al H.
share of early cislasI
g nicely in the bage, Onions
, 'Stubblefield and son of Union City
• ita'
•
and corn.
'
Were
Saturday
night and Sunday
Mrs. 111 .M. Matlock is about the
guests ot Mr. and Mrs. Winfrey Mcsame. She is 'confined in I. C. HosMorries and son.
PERSONALS
pital in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Gardner visiss Meri yn ync is a pa len'
Mrs, Robert Howell spent Tues.
ited
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Fite Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Douglas in the Fulton Hospital.
day.
Smith.
Miss Margaret Gardner spent the
W E. Allen has returned from his
Mrs and Mrs. Doyle Trields of
vacation which was spent in New east of town spent the week end week end with Mr—and Mrs. I. M.
Jones.
York.
wtth his parents, 1Vfr. and
Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. George
Gardner
Mr. and Mrs Bill McKenzie have Carey Frields.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Gard
moved from Cedar street to Edding
/ \
:ner
Sunday.
street.
LET OUR EXPERT
Mr. and Mrs. Flynn Powell of, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Neeley,
Mr.
Mrs: Carl Parton is in Detroit, Murray spent the week
end with and Mrs. G. A. Underwood and son,
Midi. visiting her daughter, Mrs. her parents, Mr. and
COBBLERS MAKE
Mrs. Walter Mr. and Mrs. Winfrey McMorries
James Clegg.
,Evans.
and son, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
YOUR4SHOES LIKE
Miss Patty McKenzie spent the
week end in Jackson. Tenn.. visitNEW!
ing relatives.
Don't throw worn shoes away—
Mr. and Mrs. James Wade and
let WRIGHT BROS. craftsmen shilren spent the week end in Jackrenew shoe comfort and good son, Tenn., visiting relatives.
THEIR MAINSTAY ...
J. D. Cruse is working in Jacklooks with expert repairs. Our
son. Tenn.
business is saving shoes. Give tra
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Smith are
a trial and you'll be a constant all smiles as they pack their suitcaries for a trip to Welingtom, N.C.
:ustomer.
on their vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. John Worley announce the marriage of their daughter. Ann Catherine to Chester JorWITH THE
dan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ancil JorShoe Repair Service
DURAPOWER
do of McConnell. They were married Saturday May 1, at the Bap210 Commercial Ave.
MAINSPRING*
tist parsonage with James G. HersFulton
ner officiating. The only attendents
Timed to tbe stars, with
were Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wilthe miracle DuraPower
Mainspring that eliminates 99% of watch repairs due to steel mainIT'S TIME FOR
spring Ware.

PATRICIA LATANE

r

tAake your car.

I R

•

3
all

in

OPEN
All DAY
THURSDAYS
McCOTEOCERY
— HIGHLANDS —

BOB WHITE
,MOTOR CO,

Roundhouse
Round-Up

1

,

-

WRIGHT BROS.

ELGIN .

NOW! Welcome the cool comfort
of a New Stetson or Lee

SPRAYS
WEED-KILL, /
'
1 2 pints to 5 gallons.
GARDEN AND FLOWER SPRATS
POULTRY AND STOCK SPRAYS

Lady Elgin ... 14k.
natural gold case.
19 jewel movement.
Lord Elgin ... 14k.
n•tural gold filled
case. 21 jewels.

HOG FEEDERS

$71"

ALL-METAL, 10-hole size

15 jewel Elgin with
DuraPowerMainspring.
Expansion bracelet.

BABY CHICKS
HATCHES OFF EVERY MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY

ON ME DIAL

labigabti4kNi4 '

Pioneer Hybrid Corn
fULT-OH HATCHERY
State'Lino St.

Phone 483

Fulton

- STRAW
$6 and $750

$47"

4
OINK flying from $29.711

ANDREWS
JEWELRY CO.
226 Church
Phone 398

It- QUALITY SHOP *
302 miun ST. f ULTOrt.KY.
outii

•
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atter a week of
'
Mrs. Orin Foster had their homes
Miss Martha ,Williams -is sky:redi.corated last week.
Miss Martha Williams
Miss Betty Hodges of Union City ly improving after a week of ill(Too late for last week)
recently spent the weekend with her ness. Those visiting her were RichRichard Lowry, a senior at -Cuba parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Ben- ard 'Lowry, Mr. and Mrs. B. H.
high school, attended the junior nett,
Lowry, Mrs. R. S. Gossum, Mrs.1
and senior trip to Mammotb Cave
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Goss= and Clay Yates and Larry Gossum.
last week.
spent Monday night with Mr. Mrs. Ovie ,Lowry received a letsons
Rev, and Mrs. Bill Lowry visited and Mrs. B. H. Lowry.
ter last week from Mrs. Zula Fost-I
Dlr. and Mrs. B. H. Lowry and RichCloy Yates :celebrated a birthday er. We hope she is in the best of,
.ard Saturday afternoon.
were'health and will be visiting us soon.j
Miss Naomi Williams spent Mon- Sunday. Those visiting him
Mrs. Elno Foster is still improv-'
and
day night with Miss Edna Reeves Mr. and Mrs. O. M. Henly, Mr.
'Mrs. Cecil Taylor and Billy- Wil- ing.
of Mayfield.
Miss Mary Beth Cannon and her,
Elder and Mrs. E. C. Lowry, Mrs. lams.
Mrs. Willie Lou Brann is improv- boy friend of Memphis, Tenn.,'
Willie Lou Bram, and Mr. and
spent the week end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.) Elmer Cannon
and Larry.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Brann and
David and --Mr: -anti --Mrs. Robert
Erwin ,spent Suday at Gilbertsvale Dram.
Mrs. Peggy Clements and little DiNOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
ana visited her mother, Mrs. Wlilie
Lou Brann one day last week.
ON MARTIN HIGHWAY,45-E
Miss -Betty -Jo Williams re.cently
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Everette Williams and Kara.
GRINDING AND MIXING OF ALL KINDS OF FEEDS

ROUTE THREE -
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ati.ornoon with Mrs. Ruth Veatch. i sie Moore.'
Mrs. Anice Jackson and Sylvia
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Purcell and
Mae Wilbur spent Thursday with (laughter visited Mr. and Mrs. ElMrs. Harold Beard.
mooreaCopelen for a while SaturMr: and Mrs. Allen Cooper spent day night.
Sunday with Herman Elliott.
Mnt. Jenny Fully visited Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Criss. Jones from Nora Copelen Sunday. _
Paducah spent Saturdly night and
Mr. and Mrs, Verlie Byrd, Mr.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Pres- and Mrs. Mitchel Guyn spent Sunday afternoon with Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Veatch.

BEST FIX OR TRADE
A LIMPING CAR
BEFORE IT FOLDS
AND THERE YOU ARE

BUTTS MILLING COMPANY

Mrs. Mary Collins-

All Kinds (if Feeds and Field Seeds

2-Indisidually registered
-itt-dte-wwtter'w aarue4-

Wirn Fencing

... or want te trade
3-Fully insured against
the sky bluer and the trees greener
it In on a later reed.
after the terrific storm Saturdayloss by fire or theft;
"Out of the mouths of babes
el7 We'll gladly help
show.:
night. The v-ind, rain and rail
favorgems"
is
the
with a friendly caeh
oftimes
come
unifoitti national
-One
4
jest how God in all his glie v
loan. Simply find atri
moderprice on sealed-on tag.
takes care Of u§. We lie very thank- ite slogan of Jack Barry.
you need
much
how
"Juvenile
ful that Ile cares and watches over ator of WLW-3IBS'
. . . and phone ea
See them ye.,
(is thraugh the worst storms that Jury" moppet panel — who
•
CONN in.
AUTHORIZED
proand
his
should
know.
Jack
•
,!Dine our way.
everyday
probthe
tackle
teges
'Xo
art
Thursday
Betty Casey spent
UP TO 20 31ONTIIS TO REPAY
JEI LFR
night with Rachel:Watts of Cuba. lems of parents and children at
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard,. Wilson of a new'time — 10 a.m. EST, SatWater Valley visited IVIr. and Mrs. un111170Will Collins Sunday afternoon. ,
Collins.
Your Loyalty Dealer in Fulton:
Brother Tip
and Mrs. Willis has done for her and Mr.
to see
LOAN CORPORATION
had Sunday dinner with Mr. and Lots of visitors have been in
the painting.
Mrs. Bernice Glisson.
They were: Louise Olive, Terry
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Rowland
Rubye
,iloved to their new basement home Mac, Toby Sue and Dana,
, Steele. Jerry and Geraldine,
Mae
:-.ome- last week. Mr. and Mrs. Leon
McBee moved into the Rowland res- Jimmie and Louis, Sharon, Evelyn
Melton and Sherry, Jane Floyd.
2?1
Sl.
:dence last v-eek also.
daughter and
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Bushart and Mrs. Willie Lou Brann.
Barbara
\VIIIAla
Casey,
son,
Mrs.
Ward 'had Sunday dinner with Mr.
'son, and Euieen French, Mr. and
:-nd Mrs. Neal Bushart.
Wan
- -Mrs.."31ary Collins did -a 6x7 1--2 Mrs. Walter .Williams. Mrs.
Colefaot painting for the baptistry In da Bowden of Dukedom. Nova
Lamb, Gerid I
South Side Baptist Church. Paclu- tharp, Mrs. Maude
Carr and Third Streets
Fulton. Kentailsy
Work_ah whcre Bro. B. G. Arterburn .s Jackson, Lester Hicks, Earl
Works. Edith
Albert
-3stor. Mrs. Coliins feels sure this man- JerrY
Edd Lamb.
SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
., something great and,extra God Yategi Letha
Leon McBee, Tilr. and Illrs. D.,.i
Stark Ferd Steele. Helen Crittend
PHONE 7
en, and Murtha Casey, Sue BenPAUL HORNBEAK
WALTER YOELPEI.
nett of Mayfield, Mizell Cruse,
Licensed Fun era I
Licensed Funeral
daughter ar.d son, Bettie Casey, an , i
Director
Embalmer
and
Director
and Embalmer
Peggy Casey.
•
3IRS. J. C. YATES
Charles Vincent, Helen CrittenLady Assistant
den and lllartha Casey sang in the
Sundaycommencement
chorus
Contract Funeral Home
evening at Cuba.
for
Mrs. Emma Grissom is visiting
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
relatives in Detroit.
Mr. and Mit. :fuck Olive and chil
dren visited Mr. and Mrs. Jack I
Olive and chilciren visited Mr. andt
Mrs. R. S. Gossum Sunday afternoon.

Phone 651

SMALLMAN

anteiL4tate

TIN SHOP

New Line Automatic Duo-Therm Oil Furnace

WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE

Roofing of All Kind
Gutter and Downspeuts Replired or
Replaced
Phon3 502

0:iv2 S!reel

PLAY E/111&,:i.:a

PERFECT
DRIIOND
RINGS
I-Duubly guaranteed in
writing to be perfect:

PILOT OAK
Feptillaers

1

'PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

Fulton, Ky.

rariy Lkie Ne:Y.lars*

WEST STATE LINE

e
Vetet
ca'11s
*"tir,.eeci

0,se

ot'lle5

cl‘at‘c
eS"tt:tob
.tt/'

to

30.04i

izelease
Citle ?a°

ca‘ce‘

ist
SOUThERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Ineorporarad

REFRIGERATORS
ELEORIC RANGES
WASHING MACHINES
weeeeeelliaile0OOMIONO

ALL MAKES - MODELS - SIZES
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

I
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
the
in
I am happy to be back
News after two weeks of absence
A very good crowd from th:
-ximmunity ettended services at th:
;Rate Line- Mission both Saturda.,
wering and Sunday aftercoon.
a
Mr.. and Mrs. Charles Hicks of
Clintort spent a while Sunday afternoon with her mother and fathar, Mr. and Mrs. Vent.* Hicks.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton
and family spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. 13-ud- Tu-Teher.
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Baird (4
Cayee were supper guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Grissom Sunday.
Mrs. Charles Hicks is recovering
from an operation and is doing nicely at the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Claude Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Ring and
family of Union City spent the week,
end with Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks,,
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore and Mrs.I
Josie Hicks.
Mrs. Ann Cruce is ll at her homeL„,
on the Morris farm west of town.
Miss Martha Moore is working'
at the shirt factory in Union City.
Martha is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Moore.
Guy Thomas, small son of Mr.
and Mrs. ftaymond Sutton, fell against the range in the kitchen and
burned .his left hand badly. He is
doing fine at this writing.
There will be services each Saturday evening at 7:45 p. m. and
Saturday afternoon at 2:45 p.m. at
the State Line Mission. Rev. Earl
Baird of Cayce will preach the sermons. All are invited to attend.

The Home of

Good Chili
HICKORY -LOG
B A R-13-1
1 OS East Fourth Street

ASK ABOUT THE

memo
MARTIN-SEMOUR

TWO...PRODUCT
SYSTEM

ROCK SPRINGS
Nettie Lee Copelen
Miss Rachel Hardison spent Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Ella
Veatch.
Joyce Hardeson spent Sunday
with Beverly Elliott.
Miss Faye Jackson spent Tueslay with Mrs. J. C. Wilbur.
Mrs. Lucy Torner spent Wednesday with Mrs. Jchn McClanahan.
Barbara Turner spent Wednesday
with Martha Kay Copelen.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Brown attended commencement excercise at
Cayce Thursday night
Mrs. Hilda Byrd spent Thursday

The primer for
sealing, hiding
and priming.
The Finish Coat for
protection and lasting
color beauty.
Dependable Protection
Lasting Beauty
Proved Economy

REGULAR PRICES --- REGULAR GUARANTEES

CASH or TERMS at

KENTUCKY ELECTRIC
Located in the Whithel Bldg. West State Lumte Phone 156

Veterinary Service
Day or Night
Phone 1107 R
Or Call 10

Dr. H. W. Connaughton

Exchange Furniture Co.

Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway

207 CHURCH ST.

PHONE 33

le
v,
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cell and
Mrs. El.e Saturited Mrs.

+.11. +++++++

NI*94
•
- 99.14999•99+991•99
•
1 .9414.9•99.99•

109999•90-9949

fULTON Ilt[T111CdfURNITUilt co.
S'9-325 WALNUT ST.••••Sitite.
,
RVIZele. qvit

In Our Record Department

THIS WEEX'S HIT PARADE

FULTON,KY.•••

As Surveyed

lyrd, Mr.
ent Sun Ind Mrs.

1. Now is the Hour
2. Mariana
3. Nature Boy
4. You can't be true dear
5. Toolie, Oolie, Deolie
(The Yodel Polka)

An Enduring Gift Will Be the
Graduate's Prized Possession!

6. Sabre Dance
7. Baby Face
8. The Dickey Bird Song
9. Little White Lies
10. I'm Looking ol.
/er a
Four Leaf Clover.

ACCESSORrES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER

SPECIAL TO GRADUATES! We will give a TEN-PERCENT

Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, Metal Storage Cabinets
Hassock -Type Storage Cases (hold 100 records) LISTEN
TO OUR PRO
GRAM EACH DAY 4 to 4:30 P. M. Over WNGO for the latest
records.

FtEDUCTION TO GRADUATES on any item listed on this

I in
ect;

by Billboard Magazine

page ... OUR gift to youl

red
11114.1

tag.

..P

ROOMY KNEEHOLE DESK

FRANKLIN

Every graduate needs one . . .
and WANTS one! Popular waterfall front; walnut veneer finish;
well-constructed drawers; COMpact but roomy!
Desk
$27.50
Matching chair
8.95

HOPE CHEST
Extra large, extra-beautiful,
this genuine Franklin chest has
everything that can be put into
a fine piece of furniture! Waterfall front, tray, lock-and-key
and free $250 moth policy;
Solid red cedar.

Fulton:
S
)RE

$64.95

!E
FRANKLIN CEDAR CHESTS

TRAVELING

Here is another beautifully-made chest of
solid red cedar. Contains tray and locking
lid. Somewhat smaller than the Hope Chest.
$59.95

BAGS
Your choice of several different

FRANKUN WHITE CEDAR NESTS

,'N.

sizes

leatherette

and

covered;

colors:
reir.-

forced corners; heavy brass

Beautiful constructed for years of pleasure,
this genuine Franklin chest contains fulllength tray and the $250 moth policy goes
with every one. Solid white cedar $49.95

fittings

each with its lock

and keys! What graduate
'can't use a nice bag on overnight trips

or week-end

travels?

$2.95 to $19.95

Ideal Graduation Gift!
•

NYLON BRUSHES

BOUDOIR LAMPS

We have a select showing of
these durable, lovely brushes
with NYLON bristles set in
a trai.isparent _plastic handle.
BATH BRUSHES,
extra long handle $2.95
HAIR BRUSHES,
turned plastic handle $1.50

HURRICANE LAMPS; brass

fittings; graceful glass shades
per matching pair
$9.50'
3-PIECE SET! Twin boudoir
lamps and matching bedlamp! All three pieces $8.95
OTHER MATCHING lamp
sets, colorful glass or pottery
bases per matching pair $7.95
COMBINATION
RADIO-PHONO
Here is a fine 6-tube set with
automatie record changer . . .
plays up to 12 records automatically! Special priced at

$89.95

11
1
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ClearasaBell

, .vi .„

THESE ALBUMS ARE ALL FAVORITES!

,'1 kip.‘,.

anti y

IS

SPRING-WOUND or ELECTRIC phonographs; durable
cases
$19.95 up
SMALL PORTABLE FtADIOS,
complete with batteries $22.50
EMEFtSON 7-tube PORTABLE
Battery-and-electric set; cornplete with batteries
$59.95.

.,. 4

A powerful easy-tcaurie-radio,-a

LOW...PRICED TABLE MODEL
Model 100. Tops in small set performance
-you can hcar the difference, you can
see the difference. Compare it with sets
selling for $10.00 more!
In ivbry, only $22.95. in 401995 4
mahogany- plastic.

i 1scientifically-designed no glare reading light-both in one;and backed,.
by Sonbra's, reputationlforV,`Clearr "0'....woiriut Plostk)

(As A Bell" tOne.-famous for 34 yegrs:Compact, easy to
'attach, no
'
aerial or`gr
.otine
gneeded: Cdme in ind see
Aonorg's Nilia,'ngale-..theillilantr6
"fitimestory eTer toll.
--.
j
-esi.. ...-sriii,
______
0909••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••

FRED WARING
Songs of Devotion
HAROLD ARLEN:
Songs (Stormy Weather, etc.)
FRANIUE CARLE
Carle Comes Calling
Carle and his girl frlends
Carle at the Piano
GOOD NEWS
Songs from the M.G.M. Productiort
AL JOLSON
Decca Album of Favorites
Jolson Souvenir Album
WOODY HERMAN
d'*Woodchoppers An31.1111,
VAUGHN MONROE
Down Memory LaneGLENN MILLER ALBUM
Favorite Recordings
TOMMY DORSEY
"Starmakers'
DAVID ROSE
Holiday for Strings
BING CROSBY
..... Drifting and Dreaming
CAPITOL ALBUM
"Collector's Items"
BUDDY CLARK
."For You Alone'
.
- _
.
LES BROWN
"Sentimental Journey
'

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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ZIASSIFIED ADS

Baby Story

Voting Campaign for Babies

WMIGNIMNIIIIMMI1111!1=WW

Great
AUTO GI.ASS installed. Fulton
(Continued from page one)
Paint and Glass Co.. 810 Church
last
the
COUPON BALLOT
votes may be held until
YOUNG
OPPORTUNITY FOR
day if' the parents think best. Of
MAN to learn printing: We are go
Good for 25 Votes
course, they are going to use enough
ing to apprentice a young, single,
votes• to keep their little ones up
intelligent mail in our shop. Comwith the procession but at the same
For
petent instruction, 40-hour week;
time, they are going to accumulate
•can
possibly
they
earn as you learn the nation's fifth
as many votes as
<Write baby'S name above)
afcontest,
the
largest
industry. This Is a permanof
day
for the final
ent position, awl offers good adter all, that's when votes are really
.-Name
Parent's
vancement to a willing worker.
going to be important.
Apply to Mr. Westpheling at the
We believe this is a good policy
encourFulton News.
rather
Address
to practice, and we
age it. By observing this method, it
FOR SALE: Old papers. 5e per
will have a tendency to discourNOTE: Coupon Ballots should be neatly trimmed
bundle of 20. The Fulton News.
age any last minute splurge, which
along border line and when more than one is bemight be the case were it known,
SECOND SHEETS, Carbon paper,
ing cast at a time, must be securely tied or pinon the last day of the race, who the
sales books. receipt books, manila
of
are
fols
these
amount
When
instruction
together.•
the
and
ned
folders, index cards, mimeograph
• high baby was
, paper, business cards, Waders. etc.
votes, it 'had at that time.
lowed, it will only be necessary to mark the first
This little affair of ours, and the
;ton County News.
or top ballot with the baby's name, etc.
'prizes we have provided for tho
1918
22,
After
May
Good
Not
a
: Colored Wonten to cook.
doing
.WANTED
for
tvinners, is a reward
'House and electric lights and three
little hustling in your spare time.
meals a day furnished free. Salary
That is as it should be, and will be.
$15 a week. See P. C. FORD at the
up to the last minute of the camHickman
Ford Liquor, Store, FultOn.
paign: with emphasis on the will.
8,350
Mike White
rr__Den't forget the 30,000 extra vote
0,226—.-SEWING.
bonus given on ihe S12-.00 club and
Also some new Singer Sewing MaWater Valley
be sure and make it even if you
chines for immediate delivery. Mo25,675
McMorries
'Winfred Eugene
have to "bust a tug" to do so. It is
tors, buttonholers and parts availDukedom. Tenn.
of the most importance for the ba24,650 able. Write Singer Sewing Center
Janice Donoho
by's ultimate victory that you pull
26,42. in 5layfield, Ky. Then you can be
Sandra Sue Cannon
down those 30,000 bonus votes and
sure of famous Singer Service, exKy.
Win,go
this
in
it
fail
not
will
you
we know
25,450 pert Singer repairs, genuine Singer
McAlister
critical time. If you can make 2 Below Are The Votes Cast David Byron
25,27 parts. We repair other make too!'
Howard Dwayne Vaughn
clubs, that will be rathed super,
Reasonable charges. Estimate furnTenn.
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IF YOU WANT MILK

BALANCE YOUR GRAIN

Mix Molasses And
Cow Chow Concentrate

with your grain, or Iss•d
on top of- th• grain.

PURINA COW CHOW
SUPPLEMENT
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AWLS FLIES FOR WEEKS
/,-Two or three sprayings
with Purina DDT
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control flies in farm
buildings all season.

PURINA DDT SPRAY
FOR ?AM BUILDINGS
AND STOCK CATTLI
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TONIGHT and TOMORROW
JOHNNY MACK BROWN
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Comedy and Serial
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FIVE SKIES
America No. 8
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BURY ME DEAD

They Read
and

SUMMER GETS A HEAD START WITH

D Bra

Were Healed
While full provision is made in
Christian Science for specific
treatment tor the sick, many
people havebeen healed simply
through reading literature
available at Christian Science
Reading Rooms.
The Bible, "Science and
Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy —
containing the complete explanation of.Christian Science —
and other similarly helpful
Christian Science literature
may he read, borrowed, or pur-
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It's not too early for your warm weather straw!
Carter-Rice is now featuring men's hats in a
variety of weaves, brands, styles, colors sizes
‘,4
and prices.
help
men
hat
Let Carter-Rice practice-perfect
you select the brim and crown proportions most
flattering to" you.
Panamas, Leghorns and mesheS by DOBBS,
Other breezy strewi $3 to $5

chased'at
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
READING ROOM
211 Carr St. Fulton
HOURS: 2-4 p. in.
WED. THUR. FRI. SAT.
Visitors Woken+,
Information concerning free
public lectures, church services,
and other Christian Science activities also available.
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ifsk for it either way ... both
trade-marks mean the same thing.

CARTER - RICE,

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
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296 Main
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